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COVID-19
• Technical support teams have ensured that all DiRAC services continued to 

operate despite lockdown restrictions 

• DiRAC fully engaged with COVID initiatives via IRIS, STFC & UKRI: 
• Access to hardware, RSE, tech support & researcher effort  
• Formal offer of support to RAMP programme   

• 4 projects currently receiving DiRAC support: Folding@home; COPEP; Scottish 
COVID-19 Response Collaboration; Imperial modelling code

•  DiRAC has also offered support to COVID-19 work at Guys and St Thomas’ 
Trust (GSTT)

• COPEP project: support requested by HEC BioSim consortium
• Multi-disciplinary project to identify peptides that selectively recognise the 

SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein 
• Discretionary award of 30k GPU hours on DI@Cambridge to support 

computationally expensive molecular dynamics calculations 
• Currently working on calculations for three new peptides 
• Successful peptides will undergo laboratory testing at QMRI Edinburgh

 COVID-19 Activities
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DiRAC Technical Directorate

• Newly established group to provide strategic technical advice and 
information to the DiRAC Management team and the Project Board

• Key strategic responsibilities include:
- development of the DiRAC Technical Case 
- horizon-scanning for future technology directions of benefit to DiRAC 
- leadership on security strategy 

• Current membership: 
- Jeremy Yates (interim chair);  
- Alastair Basden;  
- Richard Bower;  
- Peter Boyle;  
- Paul Calleja (co-opted); 
- Biagio Lucini;  
- Antonin Portelli  

• Attending:
- Andy Turner  
- Jon Wakelin 
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DiRAC Research Software Engineering (RSE) team
• 5 FTE available - embedded within University teams
• Allocated via peer review process: details at dirac.ac.uk
• Activities include:

- Benchmarking of current and future hardware to inform procurement 
decisions 
- Profiling of DiRAC codes 
- Code optimisation on current DiRAC services 
- Preparing codes for next generation hardware 
- Support for ExCALIBUR software projects 

• RSE team can help you to take full advantage of processing power of new 
DiRAC systems
• Planned activities:

- RSE “roadshow”: visit groups with DiRAC resource allocations to explore 
potential benefits of RSE effort.  
- Code profiling and advice service to DiRAC researchers 
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• Initiative led by UK Met Office, UK Atomic Energy Agency                      and 
UKRI to develop software for exascale

• DiRAC is managing ExCALIBUR “Hardware & Enabling Software” project 
on behalf of UKRI community (see talk by Martin Hamilton in technical 
session)

• Two DiRAC-led software working groups were supported in recent call:
- Massively Parallel Particle Hydrodynamics for Engineering and 

Astrophysics (PI: Richard Bower; Durham)  
- ExaLat: Lattice Field Theory at the Exascale Frontier (PI: Luigi Del 

Debbio; Edinburgh) 
• DiRAC is a partner in two other working groups: 

- ELEMENT: Exascale Mesh Network (PI: Parsons; EPCC) 
- Benchmarking for AI for Science at Exascale (BAISE) (PI: Jeyarajan; 

STFC) 
• All 11 software working groups will be organising workshops and other 

activities to engage with wider UKRI research community 
- Another opportunity to engage with preparations for future systems

ExCALIBUR
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DiRAC Training
• DiRAC provides access to training from wide pool of providers
• Currently offering:

- DiRAC “Essentials”: now available online (and compulsory!) 
- Hackathons and Code Camps 
- Workshops: Many-Core programming; Software Design & 
Optimisation; MPI programming 

• Coming soon:
- Advanced-level training 

Why do we do this?
- maximise DiRAC science output  
- future-proofing our software and skills  
- flexibility to adopt most cost-effective technologies 
- contributes to increasing skills of wider UK economy
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• New event-type to bridge the gap between Essentials Level training and the 
Hackathon Programme 

- created in response to feedback received from the NVIDIA full hackathons.    

• The Course introduced CUDA with Python and OpenACC to less experienced users

- structured as a fixed instructor-led training programme  

- shorter and more focussed than hackathon 

• Attendee feedback from the event was extremely positive 

Joint DiRAC-NVIDIA Cuda/Open ACC CodeCamp - December 2019

DiRAC Training: Code Camps

DiRAC Cuda C/C++ CodeCamp - March 2020

• First in-house DiRAC Nvidia training event 

- Delivered by DiRAC’s Training Manager who is an NVidia Ambassador 

• The event was held remotely and whilst there was less interaction, all participants felt 
involved and the feedback was very positive.  

More code camps planned….. 7



DiRAC Training: Hackathons

Pre-DiRAC Day 2020 INTEL Hackathon

• This three-day virtual event explored the new Intel ‘One API’ technology.  5 teams 
investigated the use of OneAPI in the development of our code sets to assess the 
suitability of the new technology for the facility. 

• For the first time we held a virtual ‘networking’ event on the evening of the first day.  
INTEL supplied meal vouchers for each participant, we hosted a Team Quiz and 
Jeremy Yates gave a fascinating after-dinner speech. 

DiRAC AMD Hackathon
•  Held in July 2020, this hackathon focussed on establishing the performance impact of 

AMD’s new CPU range on DiRAC’s code-sets and identifying any workflow issues.  

• There was a high level of engagement between the AMD software engineers and our 
teams and the event showed that the AMD processor can give significant 
performance increases in most cases.  Future training sessions are planned for 2021
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Previous hackathons: Nvidia, Arm, Intel, Mellanox 

More hackathons planned….



DiRAC Publications

• Community continues to generate significant numbers of papers each year 

• DiRAC papers have high citation rates which extend over multiple years     
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Recent science highlights
• May 2020: “A steeply-inclined trajectory for the Chicxulub impact” (Collins 

et al., 2020, Nature Communications, 11, 1480)
- New model explains distribution of debris and impact structures 
- 3-D simulations using iSALE3D shock physics code performed on Data 

Intensive service at Leicester. 

• Sept 2020: “Universal structure of dark matter haloes over a mass range 
of 20 orders of magnitude” (Wang et al., 2020, Nature, 585, 39)
- Mass-concentration relation for low-mass haloes suggests annihilation 

signals from dark matter may have been over-estimated by up to 1000x 
- Simulations performed on the Memory Intensive service at Durham 

• Sept 2020: “Direct CP violation and the ∆I = 1/2 rule in K → π π decay 
from the Standard Model” (Abbott et al., 2020, Phys. Rev. D) 
- Observed CP violation is consistent with standard model - implications 

for matter/anti-matter asymmetry 
- Calculations performed using Extreme Scaling service at Edinburgh  
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12th RAC Call:
• To mitigate the risk of COVID-related disadvantage to those with caring 

responsibilities, all projects were offered opportunity to re-profile their 
allocations. 

  Director’s Discretionary Call - July 2020
• Resources offered: 

• Cosma6, Durham: 20M core-hr 
• DI Cambridge: 100k GPU-hr  

• 60% of PIs were early career researchers
• Projects underway and will complete by March 2021.

13th RAC Call: 

• Call now open: Science case deadline is 1st October.  Awards start 1st April ’21.
Seed-corn Applications: 

• Increase in limits to 100k core hours for CPUs and 1k core hours for GPUs

RAC update
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Upcoming calls

• On-going efforts to secure capital funding for DiRAC-3
• Potential significant hardware uplifts in Q2 2021
• Timetable for any funding announcements is not yet known
• Start thinking now about what you would run in mid-2021 with a 2x - 4x 

uplift in performance

• New deployments (not included in RAC12 allocations or recent discretionary call):
- Cambridge: 8k-core Intel x86 for Data Intensive service; available now 
- Durham: 4k-core AMD cluster for Memory Intensive service; available by 

October 
• A discretionary call will be held in October for period Nov-March
• Proposals should be for timely, high-impact calculations

- Uplifts to existing RAC allocations will not be accepted 

October 2020

DiRAC-3 (TBC) 
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Notes:
• Early career researchers: consider applying as a PI
• Consider applying for RSE effort to improve code performance



Conclusions
• DiRAC technical support teams are operating in very challenging 
circumstances - we appreciate their hard work and dedication
• Take advantage of opportunities to prepare for future DiRAC services: 

- Research Software Engineer effort is available 
- Training programme and hackathons are designed to help you prepare  

• Start thinking now about how you will use DiRAC-3 services
• DiRAC and STFC can help to publicise your work

- tell us when you have exciting results 

• Thank you to    for sponsoring the pre-DiRAC Day hackathon and 
poster prizes
• If you have ideas for DiRAC, or if we have missed something: 
  dirac.ac.uk    @DiRAC_HPC  mark.wilkinson@leicester.ac.uk

• Hope to see you all in person at DiRAC Day 2021
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